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This invention relates to a centrifugal 
process and apparatus and particularly to a 
process and apparatus wherein solid particles 
are centrifugally separatedfrom mixtures 
thereof'with ‘liquids. " " ' ~ 

In the practice of my invention solid par 
ticles are centrifugally' separated from liq 
uids by sedimentation under the action of 
centrifugal force with the consequent forma~ 
tion of a cake "or layer of solid particles and 
the liquids are drained from that cake’ or 
layer by centrifugal force. Also, in‘ the prac 
tice of my invention, a cake or layer of'solid ‘ 
particles that has been so produced by sedi~ 
mentation under the in?uence of centrifugal 
force, and which‘ has or‘ has not' been pre 
viously sov drained of liquid by centrifugal 
force, may be centrifugally washed or other 
wise centrifugally’treated with liquid while 

20 under the in?uence of centrifugal force. And, 
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in accordance with my‘inventio'n, a cake‘o‘r 
layer of solids produced by sedimentation 
under the action of centrifugal force may be 
removed from’ centrifugal "mechanism that 
is capable of so forming it, and that is capable 
of ‘draining liquids‘ from it _. centrifuge-11y 
and that “may be capable'of subjecting such 
cake to’ Washing brother treatment by liquids 
under" centrifugal force, by'an' auxiliary tool, 
preferably without change of speed of rota 
tion of the centrifugal mechanism. 7 
i In accordance with my invention mixtures 
of liquids and solids, which mixtures are of 
a wide range of characteristics and propor 
tions‘but particularly mixtures inpwhich the 
solid constituent of the mixture is ‘in ?ne 
particles ‘and constitutes a small percentage 
of the mixture, are introduced into an im 
perforate’. centrifugal bowl and subjected‘to 
the action of centrifugal force to separate the 
solids from the liquids by sedimentation and 
to form a layer or cake of solids'in the bowl. 
During the building up of such a ‘cake or 
layer, the liquid may be removed fromthe 
bowl by being centrifugally discharged there 
from over a weir or by being skimmed out. 
In accordance with invention the bowl 
in which the cake is so ‘formed is provided 
with means whereby a liquid may be centrif 
ugally’ drained from the ‘cake. Thus, as one 

embodiment of my invention the cake may be 
so formed in a compartment of the centrif 
ugal bbwhwhich compartment is separated 
from the remainder of the bowl by a perfo 
rated partition, and the liquid is removed, as ‘ 
by skimming, from that remaining portion, 
ofwthelbowl in‘eifecting such centrifugal - 
draining of the cakeso‘ produced. Such a 
bowl, therefore, effects centrifugal separa 
tion by sedimentation and then centrifugal 
draining or straining; and this operation‘ is 
carried‘out in accordance with my inven 
tion regardless‘ of whether the cake‘?oats 
upon, or sinks into, the liquid under the 
action ofcentrifugal force during the form‘a- ' 
tion‘ of the cake. Also,lin accordance with 
my invention‘a cake that has been so formed 
may, with or without'preliminary employ 
ment of the draining or'straining step above 
described, be subjected‘ to centrifugal wash 
ing ‘or other centrifugal ‘treatment ‘with liq 
uid, while under the action of ‘centrifugal 
force, in various ways. For example, liq 
uid ‘may be withdrawn from the ‘compart 
ment in which the cake is formed and’re 
introduced-into the other‘ compartment of 
the bowl, or vice versa or‘ a liquid‘ of de 
sired characteristics may be introduced into 
the compartment of the bowl in which the 
cake‘ is not formed and removed from the 
other compartment ‘of the'bowl or vice 'versa; 
and other variations of the liquid-washing 
o‘rl ‘liquid-treating operation 'are described 
herein or will be apparent to‘those using my 
invention. 
the liquid through the cake in a radially in 
ward or a radially outward‘ direction‘ or in 
the general direction of the axis of rotation. 
In other words the liquid may be introduced 
to the cake at any point and withdrawn there 
from at‘ a p'oin't'o'peraitively remote ‘from the 
point of introduction; As a matter of econ 
omy or to improve a‘ process in which my in 
vention is applied, a newly formed’ cake'may 
be washed‘ with liquid ‘that has‘been used for 
a l:econd washing of a previously "formed 
ca e. 

An important advantage of my invention 
resides'in’ thefact'that‘ the eifectiveness of a 
washing'or treating of the cake ‘with liquid is 

Such ' variations include passing “ 
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greatly increased because the residual liquid 
of the cake is reduced to a relative low pro 
portion of the cake in the centrifugal strain 
ing or draining operation as compared with 
the proportion of water remaining in a body 
of the same solids after mere gravity drain 
ing or common mechanical squeezing. By so 
thoroughly removing from the cake the liquid 
of an earlier washing as little as half as much 
liquid is necessary to attain the same effect 
in a subsequent washing, as compared with 
the amount of liquid necessary for a subse 
quent washing of a cake or mass from which 
the liquid of a previous washing has been 

. removed merely by gravity draining or 
squeezing, or even for a washing of a cake 
formed by centrifugal force within a body 
of liquid and not thereafter centrifugally 
drained. 
In accordance with my invention a cake 

of solid material that has been so produced 
and so treated is removed from a centrifugal 
bowl by an auxiliary tool and apparatus 
embodying my invention comprises a centrif 
ugal bowl and associated mechanism where 
by a cake may be so produced and so treated 
and it embodies means whereby such a cake 
may be removed from such bowl. 

Other objects and advantages of my in 
vention will appear from the following de 
scription wherein the construction and op 
eration of one form of apparatus embodying 
.my invention is set forth for the purpose of 
aiding in the understanding of my invention 
but with the understanding that my'inven 
tion is not limited to the illustrative embodi 
ment described. ' 
In the drawings which accompany the 

specification and in which like’ reference 
characters indicate similar parts, 

Fig. 1 is an elevation of apparatus em 
bodying my invention and whereby my 
process may be practised. 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view generally on the 
line 2—2 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view, with parts broken 
away, of a modi?cation. 

Fig. 4 is a sectional View, with parts broken 
away, of a modification. 

Fig. 5 is‘ a partial sectional view on the 
line 5—5; and ‘ ' 

Fig. 6 is a detail view. ‘ 
Referring to the drawings'in which are 

shown illustrative embodiments of my in 
vention, which are subject to modi?cation 
within the spirit of my invention, an im 
perforate centrifugal bowl 10 is mounted ‘for 
rotation upon a shaftll that is supported 
in bearings 12 and is provided with a pulley 
13 or similar driving element.‘ 
Within the bowl 10 and co-axial therewith 

is a perforate or pervious partition or screen 
14 that is spaced from the inner wall of 
bowl 10 and is held in spaced relation there 
from by a spacing member 15, a convenient 
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form of which is a woven wire screen or 
fabric, that will permit free flow of liquid 
between screen 14 and bowl 10. Screen 14 
may be of any suitable form so long as it 
holds back solid particles to a desired de 
gree. Within bowl 10 and spaced from one 
end thereof is a. disk 16 that extends radially 
inward from partition 14 and forms with the 
end of bowl 10 a compartment that is usually 
a liquid compartment 18 and which forms 
with the space between screen 14 and the in 
ner wall of the bowl, an auxiliary compart 
ment. Within the bowl and spaced from the 
other end thereof is a partition 17 that ex 
tends radially inward from screen 14 and 
forms with said other end of the bowl a com 
partment 19. 
Within the bowl and surrounding the hub 

20 thereof is a plate having a conical por 
tion 21 and a disk-like portion 22. This plate 
extends in spaced relation with the hub 20 and 
the plate 19 to provide a supply passage 24 
into which substances are introducedthrough 
pipe 23. Extending radially within supply 
passage 24 are wings 25 which ensure that 
substances introduced into supply passage 24 
will attain substantially the speed of the bowl 
by the time they pass from supply passage 
24 into the bowl proper. Supply passage 24 
leads into the main separating compartment 
26 of the bowl, which lies between partitions 
16 and 17 and radially inward of screen 14. 
The bowl being imperforate a mixture of 

solid particles with liquid, when introduced 
through supply 23, is separated by sedimen 
tation or subsidence into a layer of solid par 
ticles and a layer of liquid, as compared with 
the separation which occurs in a perforate 
centrifugal shell in which the solid is re 
tained in such perforate shell and the liquid 
is thrown out through the perforations in a 
straining or draining operation. While the 
mixture is being supplied to bowl 10, the bowl 
will fill up until the inner surface of the liquid, 
when the solid is heavier than the liquid, lies 
at or radially outward of the inner edge 
of partition 16 and a layer or zone of solid 
particles will form on screen 14. Then 
clear liquid may be skimmed from the sur 
face of the liquid in the main compartment 
26 by a skimmer 27; and this operation pro 
ceeds until a suitable body of solid particles 
has been collected in the bowl by centrifugal 
subsidence. Or, since partition 17 does not 
engage the inner wall of the bowl 10 and " 
liquid will assume the same level in the com 
partment 18 that it assumes in compartment 
26, liquid may be skimmed from compartment 
18 by skimmer 28; but usually clearer liquid 
is obtainable from the inner surface of liquid 
in the main compartment. 

After a body of solid particles is separated 
out and collected in compartment 26 by cen 
trifugal sedimentation and the supply of mix 
ture to the bowl is stopped, skimmer 28 may 
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be moved, successively to. radially outer nosi 
t-ions thereby withdrawing are and lnere 
liquid from the bowl with the result; that; a 
bedy of. solid particles is Subjected to cen 
trifugal draining e1‘ straining: Without inter 
ruption of; the influence of centrifugal force 
By making bewl 10: haste-conical in fer-n1 
skimmer- 28 will skim liquid from a point. radi 
ally outward of any part of the body of 
Solids-t ‘Other bowl formatiens may be ployecl to accomplish the same purpose 

hdjustabi-l-ity of the. radial distance of 
shimmers, 27; and 28. from the bowl‘ axis: is eh: 
tained by mounting the skimmersslidably in 
breokets; 3,0 and providing them With lugs 31 
‘through which is» threaded a shaft- 32‘that mounted ier rotation in brackets 30 and held 
against longitudinal motion therein by eellere 
35-- By turbine, ‘Shaft by means of hand 
Wheel 34k, lug 3:1 is moved longitudinally of 
the shaft 32. and-the skimmer to which lug 3,1 
is, attached is adjusted at desired radial dis; 
tance from. ‘the axis. The Skimmers may 
have any suitable construction and may be 

, provided with nozzles 35, it being understood 
that the bowl rotates in the. direction. of the 
arrow in Figures 1, 5 and 6.1 ~ 
After a cake or layer of; solid. Particles has 

been produced by a centrifugal sedimente: 
. tien, and, if desired, after such a cake has 
been centrifugally drained, the cake may be 
treated with, hquid. of Suitable, characteristics 
or Washed While still underthe action of 
centrifugal force. and that.v liquid may be 
caused tepass through the solid partieles by 
centrifugal sedimentation- For this purpose 
liquid may be supplied. by pipe- 37 and ‘dis: 
Charged‘ through nozzle 36 into compartment 
18-. And, liquid, Withdrawn by shimmer 27 
may, subject toleentrel by valve 38106 passed 
through pipe 29 into pipe 3’?- Liquid'with= 
drawn from eompartmeht26 by skimmer 2:7 
may be passed to storage. through ?exible 
pipe 4:0 and liquid Withdrawn through skim? 

- met 28. may be passed to storage through 
?exible pipe it ‘Moreover, the end of the 
bowl is prbvided with openings 42- thet lead 
into compartment 19 and on ~the end 0i the 
bowl. surrounding openings 42 is‘ annular 
trough‘ %3 and into that annular trough liquid 
maybe introduced by pipe 44; whereupon it 
will pass into compartment 19 and into the 
space between screen 14; and the inner wall 
of the bowl- By skimming liquid out of the 
main compartment 25, by means of skimmer 
2?, liquid." introduced either into compare 
meat 18 er compartment :19. is caused teipess 
radially inward through the body of solid 
particles by centrifugal subsidence and is 
skimmed bit by means‘ of skimmer .27- Under 
control of valve at. liquid skimmed from‘ main 
compartment 26 by skimmer '27 may be passed 
through ?exible pipe 46 to the Pipette so 
that it enters the'bewl and again passes by 
eentritugel sedimentation through ‘the body 
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of‘ solid particles therein for the‘purpose of 
washing or treating the solid particlesl Pipe 
47 is provided for supplying other liquids ‘ 
through pipe 4A to the centrifugal bowl. 
Liquids centrifugally discharged from the 
bowl as by passing- eyer‘ edge 60,may be col 
lected in a casing 50 that surrounds the bowl 
and passed by means of pump 51 to, storage 
through pipe 52 or by pipe 53‘ to pipe 4.4, 
From the foregoing it will be apparent that 

with the apparatus so far described a_ mix 
ture of liquid with solid particles can be in 
troduced into an irnperforate centrifugal 
bowl and liquid can be discharged centrifu~ 
gally through Skimmers withdrawing liquid 
from. either the main compartment or an 
auxiliary compartment While a layer of Solid 
particles is formed by sedimentation. And, 
it will be apparent that the layer for-med by v 
Sedimentation may be "eentrifllgelly drained 
It will also be apparent that the layer or cake 
efselids, before or after centrifugal‘ draining, 
may be treated with liquid under the action 
of; centrifugal force by introducing such 
liquid. through the main supply Passage 2ft .. 
or into either compartment 18 or 13 While 
withdrawing the liquid from compartment 
26,; Or liquid may be withdrawn from com 
partment 18. And, liquid withdrawn from 
one compartment may be reintroduced into 
another ‘compartment to re?ect continuous‘ 
Washing or treatment. under the influence of 
centrifugal force by the same body of liquid. 
Moreover, it there are no Wingsin compare 
ment 1% liquid. introduced. thereinte Will tend 
to lag behind the rotating bowl and in passing 
through the space between screen 14 and the 
inner- wall of the bowl, Will flush out that 
spaeie- Discontinuance. of supply to the‘bowl 

draining thereof may be. carried out at 
any time during cake forming or washing 
operations, ' 

To remove a cake or layer of: solid. Particles 
from the bowl without stopping it an auXilT 
iar-y tool 5a is so constructed and mounted as 
to dislodge the solid particles and to cause 
them to drop into a hopper 55 positioned with 
in casing 50 and extending into bowl 10, the 
solid Particles discharging through spollltbbt 
In the construction shown a tool support 58 
extends. threugh an opening in casing 50 
and is held in place therein by bolts 57. The 
tool support 58 comprises a bearing support: 
ing an‘ internally threaded bar 59 on which 
is mounted tool ‘54. Surrounding an outward 
extension of support 58 is a cylindrical mem 
her 60 provided with a 
slides a lug 62 Carried by at 58, whereby by 
lindrical member 60 and bar 59 are caused to 
rotate together and bar 59 is permitted to 
move longitudinally in member 60. Cylin 
drical member 60 carries a worm gear 63 that 
is engaged by a Worm 64 mounted in brackets 
65 and operated by hand wheel 66: Thus ro 
tatieu of member 60 will, as Shown in .Fis: 5, 

'girooye 61 in which 
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cause tool 54 to swing about the axis of rod 
59 and toward and from screen 14 and into 
engagement with a cake carried thereby. 
Fitting into the outer end of cylindrical mem 
ber 60 is a bracket member 67 that is sup 
ported from the casing 50, and passing 
through bracket member 67 is a threaded 
shaft 68 that is held against axial movement 
by collars 69 fiXed thereto. Shaft 68 is thread 
ed into bar 59 and when rotated by hand 
wheel 70 tool 54 is caused to move back and 
forth along the face of the cake in bowl 10. 
Thus, while solid particles are still under the 
influence of centrifugal force they may be 
withdrawn from a bowl that is so constructed 
as to form a cake by sedimentation and to 
drain the cake and to permit of its washing 
or other treatment with liquid. 
In the construction shown in Figure 3 the 

withdrawal of liquid from the main compart 
ment 26 of bowl 10 is effected by passing the 
liquid over a weir and discharging it from 
the bowl 10. The annular partition 16’, which 
divides the main compartment 26 from com 
partment 18 extends from the screen 14 to a 
point radially inward of the edge 60‘01 of the 
adjacent end of bowl 10 so that li quid would 
pass around the outside of partition 16’ and 
over the edge 6Oa but it could not pass over 
the inner edge of partition 16’ and over the 
top of the liquid in compartment 18 and then 
overthe edge 60a as is possible in the construc 
tion shown in Figure 2. An annular member 
6121 of angular cross-section is carried by par 
tition 16’ and forms with it a trough, the edge 
62& of which constitutes a weir that fixes the 
radial position of the surface of liquid in com 
partment 26. Liquid ?owing over weir 62a 
is centrifugally discharged from the bowl 
through tubes 68a that pass through the shell 
of bowl 10. During the separation of solid 
particles from a liquid by sedimentation, 
liquid will pass over weir 62 and through pipe 
63a into casing 50 and may be withdrawn 
therefrom by pump 51 and passed through 
pipe 52-. Centrifugal draining of the body of 
solid particles may be effected by skimming 
liquid from compartment 18 by advancing 
the end of skimmer 28 from position A to po 
sition B at which latter position it skims 
liquid from substantially the radially outer 
most point of the interior of the bowl. “Tash 
ing of the cake may be effected by passing liq 
uid supplied by pipe 37 either into compart 
ment 18 through nozzle 86 or into compart 
ment 19 through pipes 46’ and 44-. Washing 
may be effected by passing liquid collected in 
casing 50 through pipes 46’ and 37 and nozzle 
36 into compartment 18 or by pipe 44 into 
compartment 19. In washing operations liq 
uid may be supplied through nozzle 36 and 
pipe 44 at the same time. “Washing liquid may 
also be introduced through supply nozzle 23. 
Furthermore skimmer 28 could be used for 
removing liquid during the building up of the 
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cake by sedimentation or for removing, wash 
ing, or treating liquid. If washing or treat 
ing liquid is introduced into compartment 18 
or compartment 19 or into both of those com 
partments and passed out over weir 62‘1 the 
washing liquid passes radially inward by sed~ 
imentation through the layer of solid par 
ticles. If washing liquid is introduced 
through supply nozzle 23 and withdrawn 
from compartment 18 it passes radially out 
ward by sedimentation through the layer of 
solid particles in the bowl. Obviously weir 
62a must lie radially outward from edge 60a 
of the end of the bowl. 
In the construction shown in Figure 4 the 

imperforate centrifugal bowl 10, which in all 
modi?cations shown is of the type wherein 
separation is effected by sedimentation, is pro 
vided with a perforate or pervious partition 
16:1 extending radially inward from the inner 
wall thereof and forming with the end of the 
bowl a compartment 18’ leaving the re 
mainder of the bowl as a main compartment 
26’. Partition 16“ preferably consists of plate 
643 having relatively large perforations and 
a screen 65:1 having perforations or porosity 
of desired magnitude and an intermediate 
spacing member 66a which may conveniently 
consist of a sheet of woven wire screen that 
will permit circulation of liquid between plate 
645‘ and screen 65*‘. Within the spirit of my 
invention skimmer 27 may act upon the sur 
face of liquid in the bowl at different points, 
and in the construction shown in Figure 4 
skimmer 27 is shown as acting upon the liquid 
at the opposite end of the bowl from the point 
at which skimmer 28 is located. The oper 
ation whereby a cake is formed by sedimenta 
tion in the construction shown in Figure 4: 
will be obvious from the foregoing descrip 
tion of the operation of my invention, and in 
the washing of such a cake fresh liquid or 
previously used wash liquid may be intro 
duced by nozzle 36 into compartment 18’ and 
withdrawn by skimmer 27 . Washing liquid 
may be introduced through supply nozzle 23 
and withdrawn by skimmer 28. Draining of 
the cake can be effected by adjusting skimmer 
28 from position A to position B. Other oper 
ations of the construction shown in Figure It 
will be apparent from the foregoing descrip~ 
tion. ' 

lVhile several modes of operation have been 
set out in detail whereby separation of solids 
from liquids by centrifugal sedimentation is 
effected with consequent formation of a layer 
of solid particles and whereby centrifugal 
draining is effected and whereby washing is 
effected under the in?uence of centrifugal 
force, other modes of procedure, particularly 
in connection with the introduction and with 
drawal of substances and especially introduc 
tion and withdrawal of wash liquid, will be 
apparent. For example, the solid particles 
may be lighter than the liquid and the cake 
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formed will ?oat ‘upon the surface of "the 
liquid and will recede to'the screen 14 or to 
the inner wall of the bowl 1O inithe centrifugal 
draining operation; and in the washing of 
such a ?oating cake the wash liquid will pref 
erably be supplied to the surface thereof and 
be withdrawn from a vradially outward point 
thereof. 
My invention is capable of‘ general‘applica 

tion and ‘is well adapted to the ‘extracting of 
water soluble substances from malt and t0 the 
recovery of the yeast from its mixture with 
solid particles. 
While I have described my invention in de 

tails it is to be understood that it is not limited 
to the details set forth but inc‘ludes‘such mod-i 
?cations and variations as fall within ‘the 
hereunto appended claims. In this connec 
tion it is pointed out that while I have re 
ferred to mixtures of liquids with solid par 
ticles, the liquids of such mixtures *may be 
solutions having various compositions and 
differing in viscosity and the solid particles 
may be "of varying'charac'ter including semi 
solid substances. , 

What I claim as ‘new and desire to secure 
by Letters Patent of the United States is: 

1. In the centrifugal treatment of sub 
stances, the process comprising subjecting a 
mixture of liquid with solid particles to the 
action of centrifugal force and thereby sepa 
rating the liquid from the solid particles by 
sedimentation and retaining ‘the solidpar 
ticles underthe in?uence o‘f centrifugalforce 
and thereby formingia cake-ofsolid particles, 
then withdrawing liquid from a ‘radially ‘out 
Ward point of the material ‘under the in?u 
ence "of centrifugal force ‘and thereby drain 
ing the ‘cake,'and treating ‘the solid particles 
with liquid while‘the solid particles are still 
under ‘the in?uence of centrifugal force. 
2. In ‘the centrifugal ‘treatment of’ sub 

stances, the process ‘comprising subjecting a 
mixture of liquid with solidlparticles ‘to the 
action of centrifugal force and ‘thereby “sepa 
rating'the liquid "from the solid particles by 
sedimentation and centrifugally vdischarging 
the liquid while retaining ‘the solid particles 
under the in?uence ‘of centrifugal ‘force and 
thereby ‘forming a cake ofsolid particles,:sup 
plying treating liquid to one point of the solid 
particles and withdrawing it frorn'the solid 
particles at a point remote "from ‘said i?r‘st 
named *point while the solid particles ‘are 
under the in?uence of centrifugal force. 

3. ‘In the centrifugaltreatment ‘of sub 
stances, the ‘process ‘comprising subjecting ‘a 
mixture of liquid with solidgparticlesi'to‘th'e 
action of centrifugal force and'by centrifugal 
sedimentation separating ‘the liquid ‘from the 
solid particles while ‘preventing discharge ‘of 
liquid ‘from a ra'diallyfoutward point of'the 
material under the in?uence of centrifugal 

_ force, and thereafter centrifugally'draining 
the liquid ‘from'the'solid particles. ‘ 

In the centrifugal treatment of sub 
stances, ‘the process comprising subjecting a 
mixture of liquid ‘with solid particles 2‘to the 
action of centrifugal forceland Iby centrifugal 
sedimentation separating ‘the liquid .from the 
vsolid particles, ‘thereafter centrifugally 
draining the liquid from the solid particles, 
‘and‘tr'eating'the drained ‘solid particles with 
'li quid while the solid particles are still under 
the in?uence of centrifugal force. 

5. jIn ‘the centrifugal treatment of sub 
stances, the process comprising subjecting a 
mixture of liquid with solid particles to the 
actionofycenftrilfugal force and by centrifugal 
sedimentation separating the solid particles 
from the liquid and thereby forming ‘a ‘cake 
stationary "in the direction of the axis of ro 
tation, ‘and while the solid particles are still 
under the in?uence of‘centri‘fugal force in 
troducing treating liquid to ‘the solid 'par- '> . 
ticlesat one point thereof, withdrawing the 
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‘liquid from "the ‘solid ‘particles at 'a point ‘re- ’ 
mote from said ?rst named point, and ‘rein 
troducing the treating liquid ‘to "the solid p ar 
ticles at substantially said'pointo’f introduc 
tion. 

16. In ‘the centrifugal treatment vof ‘sub 
stances, the process ‘comprising subjecting a 
mixture ‘of liquid with solid'particle‘s‘to the 
‘action-of‘ centrifugal force ‘and by 'centrifi‘rgal 
subsidence separating the liquid from ‘the 
solid particles while preventing discharge ‘of 
liquid ‘from :a radially outward "point of the 
material under the in‘?uence'of ‘centrifugal 
force, thereafter eentrifugally draining the 
solid ‘particles while-still under the in?uence 
of ‘centrifugal ‘force, and ‘thereafter with 
drawing the solid vparticle's from the influ 
ence of centrifugalforceby an auxiliary tool. 
.' 7. In ‘the centrifugal treatment of mix- I 
tures ‘of ‘liquid 'withsolid particles, the ,proc 
ess comprising introducing the mixture into 
the 'inT'?uence o'f, centrifugal force and sep 
arating the liquid from the solid particles 
by centrifugal subsidence while ‘preventing 
discharge of liquid ‘from aradially outward 
point ‘of ‘the material under 'thein?uence 
of centrifugal ~force, and thereafter with 
drawing liquid from a radially outer point of 
thematerial‘under the in‘?uen'ce ofcentri‘fu» 
gal ‘force and ‘thereby centrifugally .drain 
ing ‘the solid particles. 7 _ 

8. "In the centrifugal treatment of a mix 
ture of liquid with solid particles, the ‘proc 
ess comprisingjintroducing the mixture into 
the in?uence of ‘centrifugal lforceland ‘there 
by separatingjthe lli‘quid 'from‘the solid par 
ticles ‘by centrifugal subsidence, and so sup 
plying treating liquid to and withdrawing 
it from thematerial under "the in?uence of 
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centrifugal force as to centrifu'gally pass v 
such treating liquid ‘through the solid ,par~ 
ticles stationary ‘in ‘the directionro‘f the axis 
of ‘rotation ‘that ‘are ‘under the "in?uence :o'f 
centrifugal ‘force. 
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9. In the centrifugal treatment of a mix 
ture of liquid with solid particles, the proc 
ess comprising introducing the mixture into 
the influence of centrifugal force and there 
by separating the liquid from the solid par 
ticles by centrifugal subsidence while pre 
venting discharge of liquid from a radially 
outward point of the material under the in 
?uence of centrifugal force, thereafter cen 
trifugally draining the solid particles in the 
centrifugal bowl, and thereafter removing 
{)he plrained solid particles from the rotating 
ow . 

10. In the centrifugal treatment of sub 
stances, the process comprising maintaining 
solid particles under the influence of centrif 
ugal force and stationary in the direction of 
the axis of rotation, and while the solid parti 
cles are still under the influence of centrifu 
gal force introducing a treating liquid to one 
point thereof and removing the treating liq 
uid from the solid particles at another point 
thereof. ' 

11. In the centrifugal treatment of a mix 
ture of liquid with solid particles, the proc 
ess comprising continuously introducing the 
mixture into the in?uence of centrifugal 
force and separting the liquid from the solid 
particles by centrifugal subsidence while cen 
trifugally discharging liquid from only a ra 
dially inward point of the material under the 
influence of centrifugal force until a desired 
quantity of solid particles has been collected, 
and thereafter centrifugally draining the 
solid particles. 

12. In the centrifugal treatment of a mix 
ture of liquid with solid particles, the proc 
ess comprising continuously introducing the 
mixture into the in?uence of centrifugal 
force and separating the liquid from the 
solid particles by centrifugal subsidence 
while centrifugally discharging liquid from 
the material under the influence of centrifu 
gal force until a desired quantity of solid 
particles has been collected in the rotating 
bowl, and then withdrawing liquid from a 
radially outer point of the rotating material 
and thereby centrifugally draining the solid 
particles. ' 

13. In the centrifugal treatment of sub 
stances the process comprising introducing 
a mixture of liquids and solids into the in— 
?uence of centrifugal force and by sedimen~ 
tation producing a cake of the solids, and 
passing a treating liquid by centrifugal sedi 
mentation through the cake of solid particles 
and withdrawing the treating liquid from 
the in?uence of centrifugal force while main 
taining said solids under the in?uence of 
centrifugal force. 

111. In the centrifugal treatment of sub 
stances the process comprising passing a 
treating liquid by centrifugal sedimentation 
through a body of solid particles under the 
in?uence of centrifugal force, and then cen 
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trifugally draining the body of solid par 
ticles while it is still under the influence of 
centrifugal force. 

15. In the centrifugal treatment of sub 
stances the process comprising introducing 
a mixture of liquids and solids into the in 
fluence of centrifugal force and by sedimen~ 
tation producing a cake of the solids, and 
passing a treating liquid by centrifugal sedi 
mentation radially through the cake of solid 
particles and Withdrawing the treating liquid 
from the influence of centrifugal force while 
maintaining said solids under the influence 
of centrifugal force. 

16. In the centrifugal treatment of sub 
stances the process comprising maintaining 
a body of solid particles under the in?uence 
of centrifugal force and substantially sta 
tionary in the direction of the axis of rota 
tion, and while said particles are still under 
the influence of centrifugal force passing a 
treating liquid by centrifugal sedimentation 
radially inward through the body of solid 
particles by introducing a treating liquid to 
one point of said body andv removing the 
treating liquid from a radially inward point 
thereof. 

17. In a centrifugal machine, an imper 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a pervious 
partition within the bowl and dividing it 
into a main compartment and an auxiliary 
compartment, means for introducing into 
said main compartment a substance to be 
centrifugally treated, and means for with 
drawing liquid from said auxiliary com 
partment at radially different distances from 
the axis of rotation to the bowl. 

18. In a centrifugal machine, an imper 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a pervious 
partition within the bowl and dividing it 
into a main compartment and an auxiliary 
compartment, means for introducing into 
said main compartment a substance to be 
centrifugally treated, means for withdraw 
ing liquid from a radially inward point of 
said main compartment, and means for with 
drawing liquid from a radially outer point of 
said auxiliary compartment. 

19. In a centrifugal machine, an imper 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a pervious 
partition within the bowl and dividing it 
into a main compartment and an auxiliary 
compartment, means for introducing a sub 
stance into said main compartment, means 
for withdrawing liquid from a radially in 
ward point of said main compartment, and 
means for introducing liquid into said aux 
iliary compartment. 

20. In a centrifugal machine, an imper 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a pervious 
partition within the bowl and dividing it 
into a main compartment and an auxiliary 
compartment, means for introducing a sub 
stance into said main compartment, and 
means for withdrawing liquid from a radially 
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inward point of said main compartment and 
introducing it into said auxiliary compart 
ment. 

21. In a centrifugal machine, an iniper— 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, means for 
introducing liquid to solid material in the 
rotating bowl at one point, and means for 
withdrawing said liquid from the solid ma 
terial at a point remote from said first named 
point, one of said points being radially out— 
ward of said solid material. ' 

22. In a centrifugal machine, an imper 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a parti 
tion within the bowl and in part pervious 
and dividing the bowl into a main compart 
ment and an auxiliary compartment having a 
part surrounding said main compartment and 
a part at one end of said main compartment, 
means for introducing into said main com 
partment a substance to be treated, and means 
for withdrawing liquid from said auxiliary 
compartment at different radial distances 
from the axis of rotation. 

23. In a centrifugal machine, an imper 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a parti 
tion within the bowl and in part pervious 
and dividing the bowl into a main compart 
ment and an auxiliary compartment having 
a part surrounding said main compartment 
and a part at one end of said main compart 
ment, means for introducing into said main 
compartment a substance to be treated, means 
for withdrawing liquid from a radially in 
ward point of said main compartment, and 
means for introducing liquid into said aux~ 
iliary compartment. V 

24. In a centrifugal machine, an imper 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a pervious 
partition within the bowl and coaxial there 
with and spaced from the wall thereof, a 
solid disk extending radially inward from 
said partition and spaced from the end of 
said bowl, means for introducing a substance 
into said bowl within said pervious partition 

' and on one side of said disk, and means for 
withdrawing liquid from said bowl on the 
other side of said disk. 

25. In a centrifugal machine, an imper 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a pervious 

i partition within the bowl and coaxial there 
with and spaced from the wall thereof, a 
solid disk extending radially inward from 
said partition and spaced from the end of 
said bowl, means for introducing a substance 

" into said bowl within said pervious partition 
and on one side of said disk, and means for 
withdrawing liquid from said bowl on the 
other side of said disk at different radial dis 
tances from the axis of the bowl. ' 

26. In a, centrifugal machine, an imper 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a pervious 
partition within the bowl and coaxial there 
with and spaced from the wall thereof, a 

‘ solid disk extending radially inward from’ 
said partition and spaced from the end of 
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said bowl, means for introducing a substance ' 
into said bowl within said pervious partition 
and on one side of said disk, means for with-s 
drawing liquid from said bowl at a radially 
inward point on the sameside of said disk 
and means for introducing liquid to said bowl 
on the other side of said disk. 

27. In a centrifugal machine, an imper 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a pervious 
partition within the bowl and coaxial there 
with and spaced from the wall thereof, and 

, a 

75 

means‘for flushing the space between said ' 
pervious partition and the wall of the bowl. 

28. In a centrifugal machine, an imper 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a pervious 
partition within the bowl and coaxial there 
with and spaced from the wall thereof, means 
for introducing a substance into said bowl 
and within said partition, and means for 
withdrawingliquid from the space between 
said partition and said bowl. 

29. In a centrifugal machine, an imper~ 
forate bowl mounted for rotation, a pervious 
partition within the bowl and coaxial there 
with and spaced from the wall thereof, means 
for introducing a substance into said bowl 
and within said partition, means for with 
drawing liquid from said bowl at a point ra 
dially inward of said partition, and means 
for supplying liquid to said bowl between said 
partition and the wall thereof. . 

30. In the centrifugal treatment of mix 
tures of liquid with solid particles, the proc 
ess comprising subjecting the mixture to the 
in?uence of centrifugal force in an imper 
forate sedimentation rotor and thereby sep 
arating the solid particles from the liquid by 
centrifugal sedimentation while preventing 
‘discharge of liquid from a radially outward 
point of the material under the in?uence of 
centrifugal force, and then centrifugally 
draining liquid from the solid particles in 
said rotor while said rotor remains imper 
forate. , 

81. In the centrifugal treatment of mix 
tures of liquid with solid particles, the proc 
ess comprising subjecting the mixture to the 
in?uence of centrifugal force in an imper 
forate sedimentation rotor and thereby sep 
arating the solid particles from the liquid by 
centrifugal sedimentation while preventing 
discharge of liquid from a radially outward 
point of the material under the in?uence of 
centrifugal force, and then withdrawing liq 
uid from the rotor at substantially the ra 
dially outermost point of its interior and 
thereby draining said solid particles while 
said rotor remains imperforate. 

32. In the centrifugal treatment of sub 
stances, the process comprising continuously 
introducing a mixture of liquid with solid 
particles into the in?uence of centrifugal 
force and separating the liquid from solid 
particles by centrifugal subsidence while 
centrifugally discharging liquid from the in 
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fluence of centrifugal force from only a ra 
dially inward point of the material under the 
in?uence of centrifugal force until a de 
sired quantity of solid particles has been col 
lected, discontinuing the supply of mixture, 
and then withdrawing liquid from a radially 
outward point of the collected solids while 
they are still under the in?uence of centrifu 
gal force and thereby centrifugally draining 
the solid particles. 

33. In the centrifugal treatment of sub 
stances, the process comprising continuously 
introducing a mixture of liquid with solid 
particles into the in?uence of centrifugal 
force and separating the liquid from solid 
particles by centrifugal subsidence while 
centrifugally discharging liquid from the in 
?uence of centrifugal force until a desired 
quantity of solid particles has been collected, 
discontinuing the supply of mixture, then 
withdrawing liquid from a radially outward 
point of the collected solids while they are 
still under the in?uence of centrifugal force 
and thereby centrifugally draining the solid 
particles, and then passing a treating liquid 
through the body of solid particles by centrif 
ugal sedimentation without substantial cessa 
tion of the in?uence of centrifugal force. 
In testimony whereof, I have signed my 

name to this speci?cation. 
LAURENCE P. SHARPLES. 
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